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ABSTRACT
The decomposition mechanisms of [Li(NH3)][BH4], [Al(NH3)6][BH4]3 and [Al(NH3)6][Li2(BH4)5]
were investigated using Density functional theory (DFT) calculation. The calculated results show
that [Li(NH3)][BH4] has low NH3 vacancy formation energy and diffusion barrier, therefore
ammonia would easily release at relatively low temperature. Both [Al(NH3)6][BH4]3 and
[Al(NH3)6][Li2(BH4)5] show relatively high NH3 vacancy formation energies and diffusion
barriers, which avoid ammonia release at low temperature. In addition, the calculated H2
formation energy barriers, i.e., [Al(NH3)6][Li2(BH4)5] < [Al(NH3)6][BH4]3 < [Li(NH3)][BH4], are
in agreement with the tendency of dehydrogenation temperatures determined experimentally. The
incorporation of [BH4]- into [Al(NH3)6][BH4]3 play an important role in decreasing the
dehydrogenation temperature and improving the hydrogen purity of [Al(NH3)6][Li2(BH4)5].

KEYWORDS: Hydrogen storage; Density functional theory; Ammine metal borohydrides;
Decomposition mechanism.
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1. Introduction
Developing hydrogen storage materials with high gravimetric and desirable dehydrogenation
temperature is one of the key challenges in using hydrogen as alternative energy source for mobile
and stationary applications. [1-3] Over the past decades, many efforts have been devoted to
developing materials with high hydrogen density and low dehydrogenation temperature. Metal
borohydrides have received great attention because of their high gravimetric and volumetric
densities. [4-9] However, many of the metal borohydrides either release hydrogen at high
temperature or volatility and instability at room temperature, which make them unfavorable for
practical application. For instance, LiBH4 and Ca(BH4)2 start to release H2 at temperature above
300 oC, and a complete dehydrogenation requires temperature higher than 500 oC. [8, 10] On the
other hand, Al(BH4)3 is volatility at room temperature and releases by product of borane upon
heating.[11]
It has been reported that combination of NH3 into M(BH4)n with the formation of ammine metal
borohydrides (AMBs) is an effective strategy to improve thermo-dynamical stability of metal
borohydride, and render dehydrogenation properties that comparable to that of amidoboranes and
hydrazine borane. [12-21] However, many of the AMBs give rise to release undesirable gas of
ammonia during decomposition. For instance, LiBH4·xNH3 and Ca(BH4)2·nNH3 (n=1, 2 and 4)
mainly release ammonia rather than hydrogen below 300 °C under dynamic situation. [13, 14, 22]
Although Al(BH4)3·6NH3 mainly releases hydrogen upon heating, a certain amount of ammonia is
still evolve along with hydrogen release.[12, 23] Recent studies indicate that the decomposition
temperature of AMBs can be tuned extensively through combined metal cations with different
ionicities/valences and NH3/BH4 ratio. [16, 23-25] Double-cation ammine borohydride,
[Al(NH3)6][Li2(BH4)5], has been successfully synthesized through combination of Al(BH4)3·6NH3
and LiBH4. [Al(NH3)6][Li2(BH4)5] shows significantly improve dehydrogenation properties over
LiBH4∙NH3 and Al(BH4)3·6NH3, with over 10 wt % of hydrogen released at temperature below
120 oC. [16]
The electronic structure and decomposition mechanisms of single metal cation AMBs have been
studied by Density functional theory (DFT) calculation. [21, 25-27] Recent theoretic study
indicates that the ammonia is weakly bound to the metal cations with low electronegativity (<1.2)
3

in AMBs, therefore tend to release ammonia at low temperature. In contrast, NH3 is strongly
coordinated with high electronegativity metal cations (>1.6), resulting in direct H2 release in these
materials. [27] Although this study has provided valuable insight of the decomposition processes
of single metal cation AMBs, the results may not directly apply to double cations AMBs. For
instance, the incorporation of LiBH4 (with low electronegativity of 0.98 for Li cation) into
[Al(NH3)6][BH4]3

with

the

formation

of

double

cations

ammine

borohydride,

[Al(NH3)6][Li2(BH4)5], not only results in reducing the dehydrogenation temperature but also
improving the dehydrogenation purity. The strategy of using double-cations provides a feasible
solution to advance the dehydrogenation properties of AMBs, however, the dehydrogenation
mechanism is still unclear. Therefore, a detailed study of decomposition pathway will provide
some insights for understanding the decomposition mechanisms of AMBs and thus to further
improve their dehydrogenation performance.
Herein,

the

dehydrogenation

mechanisms

of

[Li(NH3)][BH4],

[Al(NH3)6][BH4]3

and

[Al(NH3)6][Li2(BH4)5] were studied by DFT calculation. Our calculated results show that the
release of ammonia at low temperature for [Li(NH3)][BH4] can be attributed to the low NH3
vacancy formation energy and low NH3 diffusion barrier. Both the [Al(NH3)6][BH4]3 and
[Al(NH3)6][Li2(BH4)5] exhibit relatively high NH3 vacancies formation energy and diffusion
barriers. In addition, the [Li(NH3)][BH4] shows the highest energy barrier of hydrogen formation
among those three compounds; the calculated hydrogen formation energy barrier of
[Al(NH3)6][Li2(BH4)5] is about 0.22 eV lower than that of [Al(NH3)6][BH4]3.

2. Computational method:
The crystal structures of [Li(NH3)][BH4], [Al(NH3)6][BH4]3 and [Al(NH3)6][Li2(BH4)5] were
taken from previous experimental results. Both the [Li(NH3)][BH4] and [Al(NH3)6][BH4]3
crystallize in the orthorhombic structures with space groups Pnma and Pbcn, respectively; [13, 22,
23] while [Al(NH3)6][Li2(BH4)5] has a hexagonal structure with space group P3̅c1. [16] The
geometric structures of [Li(NH3)][BH4], [Al(NH3)6][BH4]3 and [Al(NH3)6][Li2(BH4)5] were
optimized by DFT calculation as implemented in MedeA@VASP code. [28] Exchange and
correlation

were

treated

in

the

generalized
4

gradient

approximation

(GGA)

of

Perdew-Burke-Ernzerhof (PBE). [29, 30] The electron-ion interactions were described by
projector-augmented wave (PAW) approach, [31] treating s2s1p0 of Li, s2p1 of B, s2p3 of N, s2p1 of
Al and s1p0 for H as the explicit valence electrons. Plane waves with kinetic energy cutoff of 500
eV were used. The Brillouin zones were sampled by Monkhorst–Pack k-point meshes [32] for all
compounds with meshes chosen to give a roughly constant density of k-points (30 Å) for all
compounds. Structural relaxations of atomic positions were carried out until the residual forces
were less than 0.02 eV·Å-1. To adapt the weak van der Waals interactions of dihydrogen bonds, the
optB86b-vdW functional [33-35] was used for geometric optimization. For the calculation of NH3
vacancies and H2 formation energies, to prevent the spurious interactions between neighboring
lattices and get well-converged results, 2 × 2 × 1 and 2 × 1 × 1 supercells of [Li(NH3)][BH4] and
[Al(NH3)6][Li2(BH4)5] were used. The NH3 diffusion barriers and H2 formation barriers were
estimated by using climbing image nudged elastic band (CI-NEB) method. [36, 37]

3. Results and Discussion:
3.1 Bader charge
Table 1. Bader charges of [Li(NH3)][BH4], [Al(NH3)6][BH4]3 and [Al(NH3)6][Li2(BH4)5].
Atom

Charge transfer
[Li(NH3)][BH4]

[Al(NH3)6][BH4]3

[Al(NH3)6][Li2(BH4)5]

Li

0.8956

----

0.90

Al

----

2.43

2.43

B

1.64

1.64

1.62

N

-1.24

-1.32

-1.31

(N)H

0.40

0.42

0.43

(B)H

-0.65

-0.59

-0.63

To understand the decomposition mechanisms of [Li(NH3)][BH4], [Al(NH3)6][BH4]3 and
[Al(NH3)6][Li2(BH4)5], we first analyzed the charge transfer between the H, N, B atoms and metal
cations (Li and Al). Table 1 shows the Bader charges[38] of H, N, B, Li and Al in
[Al(NH3)6][BH4]3, [Li(NH3)][BH4] and [Al(NH3)6][Li2(BH4)5]. The charge transfers of Al, B, N
5

and H in [Al(NH3)6][Li2(BH4)5] are similar to that of [Al(NH3)6][BH4]3, and the charge transfer of
Li in [Al(NH3)6][Li2(BH4)5] is similar to that of [Li(NH3)][BH4]. Therefore, the incorporation of
LiBH4 into [Al(NH3)6][BH4]3 barely affects the charge distribution in these compounds. Previous
studies suggest that the Pauling electronegativity of metal cations and the specific geometry of the
structure are two important factors for determining the charge distribution in the material. [26, 39,
40] Pauling electronegativity of Li and Al atoms are 0 .98 and 1.61, respectively. Incorporation of
Li cations (low Pauling electronegativity) into [Al(NH3)6][BH4]3 has little effects of the charge
distribution. For [Al(NH3)6][BH4]3 and [Al(NH3)6][Li2(BH4)5], the NH3 units directly coordinate
with Al atoms with Al-N bond lengths of 2.05 and 1.95 Å, respectively.[16, 23] The LiBH4
molecules interact with [Al(NH3)6][BH4]3 molecules via H+……-H dihydrogen bonds for
[Al(NH3)6][Li2(BH4)5]. Hence, the improved dehydrogenation properties of [Al(NH3)6][BH4]3
through combination of LiBH4 may be due to the specific geometry structure of
[Al(NH3)6][Li2(BH4)5] rather than the charge distribution.
3.2 Formation and diffusion of ammonia vacancies
The previous experimental results demonstrated that [Li(NH3)][BH4] tends to release a large
amount of ammonia at temperature below 280 oC. [13] And [Al(NH3)6][BH4]3 releases 11.8 wt%
of hydrogen (with a purity of 94.6 mol%) from room temperature to 300 oC. [12] The combination
of [Al(NH3)6][BH4]3 and LiBH4 with the formation of [Al(NH3)6][Li2(BH4)5] results in decrease of
the dehydrogenation temperature and improvement of the hydrogen purity. [16] The transport
properties of NH3 are crucial to the kinetics of ammonia release from AMBs. Therefore, the
microscopic mechanisms behind the release of ammonia may be relate to the formation and
diffusivity of NH3 vacancy. Hence, we calculated the formation energy of NH3 vacancies using the
following equation:
Ef = Etotal- E(AMBs-NH3)- E(NH3)
Where Etotal is the total energy of the AMBs supercells; E(NH3) represents the energy of isolate
NH3 molecule; E(AMBs-NH3) is the total energy of the AMBs supercells after NH3 molecules are
removed. The positive energy of Ef indicates that the formation of NH3 vacancy is an endothermic
process; while the negative energy of Ef indicates that the formation of NH3 vacancy is an
exothermic process.
6

Table 2. The NH3 vacancies formation energies (Ef) and NH3 diffusion barriers (Eb).
[Li(NH3)][BH4]

[Al(NH3)6][BH4]3

[Al(NH3)6][Li2(BH4)5]

Ef (eV)

1.13

1.67

1.69

Eb (eV)

0.30

1.56

1.42

As shown in Table 2, the calculated NH3 vacancies formation energies are 1.13, 1.67 and 1.69 eV
for [Li(NH3)][BH4], [Al(NH3)6][BH4]3, and [Al(NH3)6][Li2(BH4)5], respectively. The relatively
low NH3 vacancy formation energy of [Li(NH3)][BH4] suggests the weak coordination bond of
Li-N, therefore the NH3 vacancies can be formatted at relatively low temperature. The
[Al(NH3)6][BH4]3, and [Al(NH3)6][Li2(BH4)5] show almost the same NH3 formation energies,
which can be attributed to the fact that NH3 units coordinate with Al atom in both compounds. The
bonding strength of Al-NH3 bonds are mainly determined by Al cations, hence incorporation of
LiBH4 into [Al(NH3)6][BH4]3 does not appear to affect the Al-NH3 bonds.
In addition to the formation energies of NH3 vacancies, we further investigated the migration
process of the NH3, which involves mass transport and relates to the ammonia release. Although
numerous diffusion pathways were examined, only the pathways with lowest energy barriers were
described herein.

7

Figure 1. The initial (IS), transition (TS) and final (FS) geometric structure of NH3 diffusion for (a)
[Li(NH3)][BH4], (b) [Al(NH3)6][BH4]3 and (c) [Al(NH3)6][Li2(BH4)5]. Eb represents the calculated
energy barrier.
As shown in Table 2 and Figure 1(a), the [Li(NH3)][BH4] has a very low NH3 diffusion barrier of
0.30 eV. This suggests that NH3 would diffuse easily at low temperature, which is consistent with
the experimental results that [Li(NH3)][BH4] starts to release NH3 at temperature below 100 oC.
[13, 22] The low migration barrier for NH3 in [Li(NH3)][BH4] can be explained by the weak
coordinate bonds of Li-NH3. Previous report also suggested the weak coordinate bonds of Li-NH3
and further combined [Li(NH3)][BH4] with MgCl2, ZnCl2, and AlCl3, all of which are able to
8

coordinate with ammonia to form stable ammonia metal complexes, can suppress the ammonia
release.

[13]

Previous

experimental

results

show

that

both

[Al(NH3)6][BH4]3

and

[Al(NH3)6][Li2(BH4)5] release hydrogen along with certain amount of ammonia. [12, 16] For
instance, the dehydrogenation of [Al(NH3)6][BH4]3 accompany with the release of ammonia
started at 150 oC, with a purity of 94.6 mol% from room temperature to 300 oC. [12] The hydrogen
release of [Al(NH3)6][Li2(BH4)5] alone with the release of ammonia started at 125oC with
hydrogen purity of 97.0 mol % from room temperature to 300 oC. [16] In contrast to
[Li(NH3)][BH4], the calculated ammonia diffusion barriers are significantly high for
[Al(NH3)6][BH4]3, and [Al(NH3)6][Li2(BH4)5], in agreement with experimental results that
ammonia was released alone with hydrogen from these two compounds. [12, 16] Although the
[Al(NH3)6][Li2(BH4)5] shows an improvement of hydrogen purity compared to that of
[Al(NH3)6][BH4]3, the diffusion barrier of NH3 vacancy in [Al(NH3)6][Li2(BH4)5] is slightly lower
(0.14 eV) than that of [Al(NH3)6][BH4]3. The experimental results show that [Al(NH3)6][BH4]3
and [Al(NH3)6][Li2(BH4)5] start to release ammonia at temperature of 150 and 125 oC. Therefore,
the release of ammonia from [Al(NH3)6][BH4]3 and [Al(NH3)6][Li2(BH4)5] may be not only
depends on the NH3 vacancies formation energies and diffusion barriers, but also relates to the
hydrogen formation energies and barriers.
3.3 Hydrogen formation energies and barriers
Table 3. The formation energies and barriers of H2 release via (N)H and (B)H combination by
using crystal model (EH2-C) and molecule model (EH2-M).
[Li(NH3)][BH4]

[Al(NH3)6][BH4]3

[Al(NH3)6][Li2(BH4)5]

EH2-C (eV)

0.77

0.01

0.24

EH2-M (eV)

-0.02

-0.29

-0.38

Eb (eV)

2.06

1.76

1.54
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Figure 2. The initial and final geometry structure of hydrogen release from (a) [Li(NH3)][BH4], (b)
[Al(NH3)6][BH4]3 and (c) [Al(NH3)6][Li2(BH4)5].

Our previous studies suggest that dehydrogenation of AMBs is achieved by the dissociation of a H
atom from NH3 (represent as (N)H) and a H atom from [BH4]- (represent as (B)H). [41, 42] Hence,
we further calculated the H2 formation energies by moving one (N)H and one (B)H atom away
from host N or B atom to form a hydrogen molecule with H-H distance of 0.74 Å in the supercell
of AMBs. The geometry optimization was first performed by fixed the H2 positions and relaxed
the rest of the atoms, following by full relaxed all of the atoms in the supercell. As discuss in our
previous studies, the formation of H2 molecules lead to significant rearrangement of the
surrounding lattice, which results in overestimated hydrogen formation energies. [41, 42]
Therefore, we further calculated the hydrogen formation energies by using the molecule model in
which two formula units of [Li(NH3)][BH4], and one formula unit of [Al(NH3)6][BH4]3 and
[Al(NH3)6][Li2(BH4)5] were placed in a cubic cell with lattice parameter of 20 Å.
As shown in Table 3, the calculated hydrogen formation energies by using supercell of AMBs are
0.77, 0.01 and 0.24 eV for [Li(NH3)][BH4], [Al(NH3)6][BH4]3, and [Al(NH3)6][Li2(BH4)5],
respectively. In consistent with our previous theoretical study, the dissociation of H2 results in
dramatic distort of lattices. The hydrogen formation energies calculated by molecule model are
-0.02, -0.29 and -0.38 eV for [Li(NH3)][BH4], [Al(NH3)6][BH4]3, and [Al(NH3)6][Li2(BH4)5],
respectively. The calculated negative hydrogen formation energies indicate that the release of
10

hydrogen from [Al(NH3)6][BH4]3 and [Al(NH3)6][Li2(BH4)5] are exothermic processes, in
agreement with experimental observation. [12, 16]
As shown in Figure 2, for all the three compounds, the combination of the (N)H and (B)H lead to
rearrangement of the surrounding atoms. Generally, the [NH2]- and BH3 units reoriented and BH3
units moved toward [NH2]- with the formation of NH2-BH3 complexes. The N-B distances reduce
to 1.58 Å, indicating the formation of N-B bonds. The Al-N bond lengths range from 1.98 to 2.05
Å after structural rearrangements. As reported in previous literatures, the molecular complex
[Al(NH3BH3)(BH4)3] and Na[Al(NH2BH3)4] demonstrates favorable dehydrogenation properties
with high purity of hydrogen release. [43-45] In the case of Na[Al(NH2BH3)4], the Al-N bond
lengths range from 1.84 to 1.93 Å, [43] which are slightly shorter than that of [Al(NH3)6][BH4]3
and [Al(NH3)6][Li2(BH4)5] after structural rearrangements. The potential formation of
[Al(NH2BH3)4]-

or

[Al(NH3BH3)(BH4)3]-like

complexes

from

[Al(NH3)6][BH4]3

[Al(NH3)6][Li2(BH4)5] may play an important role for the high purity hydrogen release.
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and

Figure 3. The transition geometric structures and energy barriers of hydrogen release from (a)
[Li(NH3)][BH4], (b) [Al(NH3)6][BH4]3 and (c) [Al(NH3)6][Li2(BH4)5]. Eb represent the calculated
energy barriers.

Since the hydrogen formation energies calculated from crystal model have been overestimated, the
energy barriers of H2 formation were calculated from molecule model. As shown in Tabel 3 and
Figure 3, the energy barrier of H2 formation from [Li(NH3)][BH4] is 2.06 eV, the high energy
barrier indicates that hydrogen release via (N)H and (B)H combination would occur at high
temperature. As discussed above, the formation energy and diffusion barrier of NH3 vacancy are
1.13 eV and 0.30 eV, which are significantly lower than the H2 formation barrier for
[Li(NH3)][BH4]. Therefore, ammonia would release from [Li(NH3)][BH4] at a low temperature
before H2 release, which is consistent with the experimental results that [Li(NH3)][BH4] mainly
release NH3 rather than H2 at temperature below 280 oC. [13, 22] The transition geometric
structure of hydrogen release from [Li(NH3)][BH4] (Figure 3(a)) shows the broken of B-H and
N-H bonds with the formation of H2 molecule. The H2 molecule is located between [NH2]- and
BH3 units with H2-[NH2]- and H2-BH3 distances of 2.50 and 2.66 Å, respectively. Both N-H and
B-H bonds broken in the transition state, unlike that in the transition state of [NH3BH3]2 where the
N-H and B-H distances stretched to 1.37 and 1.36 Å, respectively. [46] Meanwhile, the Li atom
and [NH2]- move around each other and lead to slightly reduce the Li-N distance from 2.07 to 1.93
Å due to the coulombian interaction between Al cation and [NH2]- .
The experimental results suggest that [Li(NH3)][BH4] and [Al(NH3)6][BH4]3 starts to release H2 at
temperature around 300 and 100 oC, respectively.[12, 13] Compared to that of [Li(NH3)][BH4],
[Al(NH3)6][BH4]3 has relatively high NH3 vacancy formation energy and NH3 diffusion barrier,
which would prevent NH3 release at low temperature; in addition, the lower hydrogen
formation energy barrier (0.3 eV lower) leads to lower dehydrogenation temperature of
[Al(NH3)6][BH4]3. The transition geometric structure of [Al(NH3)6][BH4]3 (Figure 3(b)) shows
that the H2 molecule is located between [NH2]- and BH3 unit. The shortest H2-[NH2]- and H2-BH3
distances are 2.36 and 2.35 Å, respectively, which are slightly shorter than that in the transition
12

state of [Li(NH3)][BH4]. In addition, the [NH2]- shortening its distance to the Al cation from 2.02
to 1.87 Å due to the coulombian interaction between Al cation and [NH2]- .
The calculated H2 formation energy barrier of [Al(NH3)6][Li2(BH4)5] is 1.54 eV (pathway 1,
Figure 3 (c)), which is 0.22 eV lower than that of [Al(NH3)6][BH4]3. The H2 formation energy
barrier would result in lower dehydrogenation temperature, in good agreement with experimental
result. [16] Similar to that of [Li(NH3)][BH4] and [Al(NH3)6][BH4]3, the formation H2 molecule
was located between [NH2]- and BH3 with shortest H2-[NH2]- and H2-BH3 distances of 2.53 and
2.51 Å, respectively. The release of hydrogen from [Al(NH3)6][BH4]3 and [Al(NH3)6][Li2(BH4)5]
is not only involved the broken of N-H and B-H bonds but also lead to rotation of NH3 units
around Al cation and broken of neighboring dihydrogen bonds. For [Al(NH3)6][Li2(BH4)5], the
two addition [BH4]- surround [Al(NH3)6][BH4]3 would adjust to form dihydrogen bonds during the
hydrogen release process, resulting in lower dehydrogenation barrier compared to that of
[Al(NH3)6][BH4]3. Therefore, introduction of addition [BH4]- into [Al(NH3)6][BH4]3 is an effective
way to reduce the dehydrogenation temperature. We further calculated dehydrogenation pathway
2 in which hydrogen released via combination of (B)H from LiBH4 and (N)H from
[Al(NH3)6][BH4]3. As shown in Figure 3(d), the calculated energy barrier is 2.36 eV, which is 0.6
eV higher than that of [Al(NH3)6][BH4]3. The combination of (B)H from LiBH4 and (N)H from
[Al(NH3)6][BH4]3 results in significant movement of Li atoms, which lead to increase the H2
formation barrier. The calculated H2 formation barriers of pathway 1 is significantly lower than
that of pathway 2, indicating that a direct elimination of H2 through pathway 2 is not competitive.
Although Li cation didn’t directly involve in the above dehydrogenation process, it should be
noted that Li transfers it electron to the surrounding (B)H atoms. Further experimental and
theoretical study is required to understand to role of metal cations in the dehydrogenation process
of double cation ammine metal borohydrides.
Over all, the above calculations show the tendency of hydrogen formation barrier, i.e.,
[Al(NH3)6][Li2(BH4)5]

<

[Al(NH3)6][BH4]3

<

[Li(NH3)][BH4].

Compared

to

that

of

[Al(NH3)6][BH4]3, the two addition [BH4]- in [Al(NH3)6][Li2(BH4)5] adjust to form dihydrogen
bonds with neighboring NH3 units during dehydrogenation process, which renders a lower
hydrogen formation barrier.
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4. Conclusions
Density functional theory have been employed to investigate the decomposition processes of
[Li(NH3)][BH4], [Al(NH3)6][BH4]3 and [Al(NH3)6][Li2(BH4)5]. Compared to that of LiBH4 and
[Al(NH3)6][BH4]3, the combination of LiBH4 and [Al(NH3)6][BH4]3 with the formation of
[Al(NH3)6][Li2(BH4)5] does not appear to affect the charge distribution. The [Li(NH3)][BH4]
shows low NH3 vacancy formation energy and diffusion barrier, which explain the experimental
results that ammonia release from [Li(NH3)][BH4] at low temperature. Both [Al(NH3)6][BH4]3 and
[Al(NH3)6][Li2(BH4)5] show relatively high NH3 vacancy formation energies and diffusion
barriers, which suppress ammonia release before dehydrogenation. In addition, the calculated H2
formation energy barriers of [Al(NH3)6][Li2(BH4)5], [Al(NH3)6][BH4]3 and [Li(NH3)][BH4] are
1.54, 1.76 and 2.06 eV, respectively, in agreement with the tendency of dehydrogenation
temperatures determined experimentally, i.e., [Al(NH3)6][Li2(BH4)5] < [Al(NH3)6][BH4]3 <
[Li(NH3)][BH4].
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